ACM REVEAL
ALUCOBOND
ALUMINUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL
THERMAL SEPARATOR
BY OTHERS
WEATHER BARRIER
BY OTHERS
TYPICAL WALL ASSEMBLY
BY OTHERS

4"
PREFERRED MIN.

ACM REVEAL
ACM SYSTEM EXTRUSIONS AND CLIPS BY OTHERS
ALUCOBOND ALUMINUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL
ROOFING MEMBRANE
BY OTHERS
WEEP
THERMAL SEPARATOR
BY OTHERS

1 PARAPET CONDITION DETAIL

DISCLAIMER NOTE: THIS ALUCOBOND DETAIL IS PROVIDED FOR CONCEPTUAL PURPOSES ONLY. THE ACTUAL DESIGN, PANEL SYSTEM, FABRICATION, AND INSTALLATION ARE PROVIDED BY A NETWORK OF QUALIFIED FABRICATORS AND INSTALLERS. 3A COMPOSITES USA, INC. DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR PURPOSE.
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